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A new year has started and there is more giraffe work to be shared. This is the third
year of GEAR’s operations in Lake Mburo National Park (NP) which has been made
possible with the continued support through a grant from the Giraffe Conservation
Foundation (GCF).
The GEAR team were sad to see Lake Mburo NP’s community & conservation
warden, Kirabo Gertrude, leave but we wish her well with her promotion and new
position in Kidepo Valley NP. As her replacement, we recently welcomed Biira
Olivia who transferred here from Queen Elizabeth NP. The GEAR team met with
both Lake Mburo NP’s community conservation warden and research & monitoring
warden, Kirumira Dorothy at the start of the year to discuss GEAR’s operations for
the year. The following activities were confirmed for 2020:
- Continuation of semiweekly monitoring of the giraffe population by GEAR
local researcher Natamba Jotham and UWA rangers.
- Quarterly, hour-long, radio chat shows on local radio stations to increase
outreach.
- Six school trips for primary schools located along the western boundary of
Lake Mburo NP.
- Development and printing of an education flyer for distribution by UWA to
visiting schools.
- World Giraffe Day football match and community awareness event on or
around 21 June 2020.

Research & Monitoring
The twice weekly monitoring of the giraffe population has continued into 2020 with
Natmaba Jotham liaising with the UWA research and monitoring department. The
calves are growing up fast. The two males can often be seen in the company of the
adult males, testing their necking skills on each other or sometimes taking on one of
the adult males. As the female calves get older, the adult male giraffe are starting to
take an interest in them and have been observed urine testing them. Most recently,
Leiden was observed trying to mount Morse’s calf. The team is eagerly awaiting the
arrival of many calves with most females heavily pregnant.

Left: A pregnant Valentine in March; Right: A pregnant Juliana in January.

Juliana was expected to give birth as she was observed with large, swollen teats
and very large in January. In February sightings of the giraffe were low and she was
not seen for a few weeks. When she was spotted again in March, she was observed
mating with the males. We suspect she may have delivered a calf but lost it due to
unknown causes.
Darker colouration has been observed on some of the calves, predominantly on
their backs. The adults do not show this colouration, only the calves. The monitoring
team will continue to monitor any changes.

Due to the Covid-19 pandemic and subsequent precautionary measures
implemented by the government of Uganda, monitoring activities were suspended
at the end of March. We are awaiting further instructions from the government and
UWA as to when our activities in the park can resume.
Since the lockdown started, we have received reports from park rangers that a
giraffe was sighted with a very small calf. We have not yet confirmed which
individual has given birth. It is likely to be either Ru, Marion or Batgirl as we
expected their calves in the next month. Ru was not spotted during the last
monitoring trip.

Left: A family photo: mum Morse, possible father Kule, first born calf and the latest addition; Right:
Morse is already receptive to the approaches by the adult males, photograph taken in January.

Education
Due to the Covid-19 lockdown and school closures we have not been able to take
any school trips to the park as planned. We will keep an eye on the situation and
once schools are allowed back, we will liaise with teachers to plan these trips.
However, we will need to keep in mind that schools will have to catch up on missed
work. We are tentatively planning to run the trips in the second term, hopefully in
June/July.

The first of the quarterly radio chat shows was
aired on 12 March 2020. It was again a big
success with local community members. The
combined team of Jotham, Olivia and
Dorothy provided a great mix and they were
able to answer a variety of listener questions
that ranged from giraffe to poaching and
compensation for lost livestock. We look
forward to the next chat show scheduled for
early June which will also serve to promote
any World Giraffe Day activities.

Left: Jotham and Olivia in the radio studio.

The education flyers for distribution to school trips were developed by GEAR and
Lake Mburo NP’s community conservation department. These flyers were printed
and are ready for distribution as and when schools reopen and visits recommence. It
is envisioned that each bus with students could be given five flyers for sharing. The
size of the flyers (14.5 x 36cm) makes them a bit more substantial and easy to share.
With just over 3,500 flyers printed the current stock would last for over 700 school
trips. See Appendix I for flyer design.
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